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Challenges to Lung Cancer Survival
• Lung cancer is the most common form of cancer globally and the leading cancer killer worldwide, accounting for about
one-fifth of all cancer-related deaths – more than breast, prostate and colorectal cancers combined1
• Each year, more than 2 million people worldwide are diagnosed with lung cancer, and about 1.8 million people die from the
disease1
• Only 19% of people with lung cancer are alive 5 years after they are diagnosed.2
• The high mortality rate in lung cancer is mostly due to the late manifestations of symptoms. Only 15% of patients are
diagnosed while the cancer is still localised in the lung3
5-Year Survival for NSCLC Patients5,b
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DOUBLE 5-YEAR SURVIVAL
IN LUNG CANCER

By 2025

Identifying the Unsolvable Lung Cancer Survival Challenges
Goal
• Detection of lung cancer at earlier stage
• Double lung cancer survival by 2025
Obstacles
• Lung Cancer Screening Programs are often lacking
or limited in its reach due to cost & ecosystem
constraints
• LDCT, standard of care of lung cancer screening, is
costly and requires clear selection criteria to
ensure program cost effectiveness
• Lack of symptoms in earlier stages decreases
awareness for routine screening and often lead to
loss of opportunity for earlier detection
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Regional Snapshot
In 2018, 1.2M people were diagnosed with lung
cancer in Asia – representing more than half (58%) of
the world’s lung cancer burden.1,2
1 in 5 (21%) cancer-related deaths in Asia are due to
lung cancer.2

Common Risk Factors for Lung Cancer

https://oncologypro.esmo.org/education-library/essentials-for-clinicians/thoracic-tumours/risk-factors

Solving the Unsolvable in Lung Cancer Stage Shift
Goal

Obstacles

• double OS by 2025

• LC are mostly diagnosed in stage IV

• earlier detection & treatment

• Lack of screening programs due to cost
and ecosystem

Solutions Required
• Innovative solution that accurately identify incidental pulmonary nodules without the
cost required of low ose CT in order to maximize cost effectiveness
• Screening of the general populations as much as possible in order not to miss those
at risk, especially where screening programs are not available
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Solving the Unsolvable in Lung Cancer Stage Shift
Goal
• double OS by 2025
• earlier detection & treatment

Situation
• LC are mostly diagnosed in stage IV
• Lack of screening programs due to cost and
ecosystem

Solutions Required
• Innovative solution that accurately identify incidental pulmonary nodules without the cost required of
Low Dose CT in order to maximize cost effectiveness
• Screening of the large general populations is required in order not to miss any patient at risk
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Solution: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN X-RAY
• LDCT is not widely available in all countries, while X-ray is widely used in the general population for
various disease assessment and diagnoses
• While the resolution in X-ray is much lower than LDCT, innovative technology has the potential to
overcome the obstacle to achieve at good accuracy
• Screening through X-ray allows implementation within the existing ecosystem while avoiding
substantial additional cost with potential significant savings with stage shift in lung cancer diagnosis

Introducing A.Catalyst Network
Bringing digital, R&D and commercial together to create a home for patient-enabled innovation
• A global network of physical locations and
virtual partnerships between patients, healthcare practitioners,
governments and policy makers, academia, tech and pharma
industries, ecosystem builders, investors and entrepreneurs
• Embodying our AstraZeneca Growth Through Innovation
strategy, contributes to ‘Deliver Growth and Therapy Area
Leadership’ and ‘Accelerate Innovative Science’ strategic
priorities by leveraging the unique potential of individual hubs
to jointly find solutions to business/R&D challenges and patient
pain points
• Coming together to foster a patient-immersed culture,
improving experiences and ensuring better outcomes for
patients, by advancing equitable access to affordable, highquality and innovative healthcare solutions
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Europe & Canada health
innovation hubs network (6)
Emerging Markets
health innovation hubs (11)

US hubs (3)
i2.JP – Innovation
Infusion Japan (1)
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Establishing the Pilot with Partnerships
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Solving the Unsolvable in Lung Cancer Stage Shift
2021
• Active in 13 countries & 15 countries in discussion
• 2-3% of IPNs out of 10,953 scans identified

2022
• Collaborate in the development of X-ray AI based
Lung Cancer Risk Score through partnership with AI
companies
• RWE on cost effectiveness of AI powered x-ray
background surveillance and its potential for lung
cancer diagnosis stage shift
• Partner with governments wherever lung cancer
related priorities are aligned to support ecosystem
change
• Leverage established TB screening programs
through collaboration with global TB organizations
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Our A.Catalyst Network impact in numbers
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What science can do
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